
THE IMPORTANCE OF FREE SPEECH ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES

Running Penn's Committee on Open Expression has given Sigal Ben-Porath an up-close look at free speech on
campusâ€”and even inspired.

Universities, he warns, need to be wary of picking and choosing which speech they will and will not support
â€” and in so doing protecting some groups by curbing the speech of others. It is critical to present a range of
perspectives so students can understand issues and develop frameworks for thinking about these issues.
Lacking this understanding, a recent Pew Research Center poll found that 40 percent of American millennials
ages support government prevention of public statements offensive to minorities. More important, universities
have latched on to it as a device by which to constitutionalize their speech codes. Despite breathless headlines
, campuses remain places where controversial topics are routinely debated. Campuses are in no way obliged to
permit speech that poses a threat of imminent danger, lawlessness or the destruction of either public or private
property. In recent times the most contentious issues have involved the development of so-called speech codes
designed to restrict certain kinds of speech deemed by the administration to be offensive. The intellectual
vitality of a university depends on this competitionâ€”something that cannot happen properly when students or
faculty members fear punishment for expressing views that might be unpopular with the public at large or
disfavored by university administrators. Some may see free speech as a guaranteed right in all cases, no matter
what type of expression they are using. The benefits of free speech are unevenly distributed. Paul, Minn.
Devotion to an open-minded atmosphere on college campuses has been embraced, by and large, by students
and faculty for generations, says Ben-Porath, who both believe freedom of expression is imperative for
constructive learning and research. Ohio that provide extensive protections for free expression. Messenger
From the editors: Of all the places to put forth a controversial idea, perhaps none is more attractive than an
American college campus. In fact, such codes were meant specifically to exclude certain kinds of content in
speech. Healy v. Finally, microaggressions refer to slights, petty insults, and comments that cause at least
subtle harm to recipients. In our polarized times, however, many critics on both the left and the right have
incorporated free speech into their respective conceptions of positive liberty. Religious liberty is the right to
follow the faith of your choiceâ€”or to follow no faith at all. The question for individual campuses is: how
best to divvy up those costs so that free speech can continue to flourish while not imposing too much of a
financial or other burden on the university and its students? The claim that we endorse the views of all who
speak at the university and its corollary that we should rescind invitations to those whose views the university
does not endorse are an immediate threat to our core missions of education, research and service. Such
legislation, the report found, represents an inappropriate incursion into campus policy. The challenges
associated with this balancing act came to a head August 11, , when a white supremacist rally marched
through the grounds of the University of Virginia in Charlottesville. A related problem on college and
university campuses concerns the shutting down of controversial speakers. The professor could have just kept
a close eye on them and made sure at the first sign of disruption or violence to shut the chapter down. The
school president should have instead let the chapter form and recognize them as an official club on campus.
The most important thing we can do as educators is to remain respectfully and persistently skeptical and to
underscore that higher education and intellectual experience are more about the questions than the answers.
Forcing someone to invite someone that they do not wish to invite is a restriction of their free expression and
inconsistent with our traditions -- even if the invitation might accomplish other beneficial objectives. In
adjudicating such circumstances, we should follow the principle that, if any restriction of expression is
necessary, a restriction should be as limited and narrow in scope as possible. This may be good entertainment,
but it â€¦ only reinforces lines of division and does not build toward agreement. Here is my take on it. Campus
newspapers are not free to print whatever they want; the law of libel applies to them just as it applies to every
other journalistic enterprise. At the same time, universities are at once communities that must balance the
requirements of free speech with issues of civility, respect and human dignity. The lament about the current
state of campus discourse frequently made by FIRE and groups on the political right invokes a recurring set of
themes: Support for free speech as a fundamental democratic value is declining on college campuses. The
Foundation for Individual Rights in Education FIRE has challenged many of these free-speech zone policies,
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convincing either university leaders or courts that these zones must not be used as a way to censor speech. At
our university, protections of expression are "content neutral" and "even offensive speech is permitted. Yet on
many college and university campuses, the right to associate on the basis of religious belief and even the right
to express those beliefs is under attack. In addition to our defense of specific individuals and groups, FIRE
works across the nation and in all forms of media to empower campus activists, reform restrictive policies, and
inform the public about the state of rights on our campuses. Negative liberty does not stipulate how we should
live but simply delineates the outer boundaries of our freedom; positive liberty maintains, to the contrary, that
freedom is justified insofar as it is fulfills some higher purpose. And if so, how? After earning my B. Though
the case dealt with a St.


